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Everything in the world is 
made up of systems, stories, 

and bodies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aesthetics as a way of seeing – seeing like a systems person



We live in the age of 
emergent systems

If we learn to coexist 
with them, we get to 

keep civilization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bobbit; the next epochal challengePlan A is everyone dies.I’d like a plan B.I’m an optimist; we can do this; that’s why I’m here.  It will be impossibly close, though.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used to think that we lived in an understandable world.  A terrifying one, but we knew why we’d die.  This is what the end of the world looked like in 1966.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was a lie, though; there was always more outside the boundaries than inside it.Zomia; the art of not being governed.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the hard stuff now looks like this.



Complex Systems
display emergent 
behavior and are 

constructed by 
structured, hierarchical 
composition of simpler 

systems.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re familiar with them, I’m talking about the Annapolis understanding, not the Santa Fe one.



Sociotechnical Systems
involve both human 

behavior and 
interactions and 

technical systems.  All 
security problems are 

sociotechnical systems.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The world never just looked like that B-52, because even when we thought it did, the feelings of the people still mattered.



Adversarial 
Systems are 

complex systems 
where human 

actors have 
conflicting goals, 
often including 

active harm.



All 
competitive 

situations 
have similar 
structures: 

war, business, 
security, &c.



Planning in the 
Presence of an 
Adversary 

Observe Orient

DecideAct

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the planning problem in a nutshellTurning inside the enemy



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You cannot model a fully collaborative system within an adversarial frame, and vice versa.Painful lesson.This is critical; that turning inside each other consumes all available energy in fully adversarial conditions.  In that frame, we cannot build a plan B.



Infrastructure, 
Structure, and 
Superstructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All systems have three layers.Structure, the actions considered in scopeInfrastructure, the become-invisible things the structure relies onAnd Superstructure, the social or governance layer required to manage the structure.



Complex [Adversarial] Sociotechnical 
Infrastructural Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To a first approximation, everything that determines our survival.



We live in the 
long tail of 

unintended 
consequences 
and externalities







Kranzberg’s First Law

Technology is neither good nor 
bad; nor is it neutral.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early telephone wiring in StockholmWhen we built this, we had no idea what it meant



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We definitely didn’t think it would mean this — these people are trying to be in Europe, standing where their phones might pick up cell service across a border



Remittances
vs.
Aid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Skype did this



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make all this work, we built structures on a scale outside of human experience



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But these guys — remember the nuclear bureaucracy — hadn’t gone anywhere, and now the power relation with the state has fundamentally changed.  Zomia is dead.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
JTRIG!  Magic!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yup, Magic.  Build a tool, find out what it means.



But how do we 
understand 

them?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say you’d like to understand things before you build them.



Disposition
“The architectural theorist Keller 
Easterling uses the term disposition in 
other contexts, to refer to the propensity 
or temperament of forms which 
produce actions.  Disposition is found 
not in activity itself, but in the 
relationships or relative positions of the 
objects that produce action.” — Google



Systemic aesthetics is a 
human perception from the 
point of view of the system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical distance vs. disassociationMust understand the materiality of the structure you’re working with



Aesthetics is not the image of the system

Aesthetics is emergent from deep practice

Aesthetics is a fitness function

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aesthetics is not the image of the systemAesthetics is emergent from deep practiceAesthetics is a fitness function



Aesthetics is can act as a 
superset of evaluatory modes

Ethics can be operated as a 
subset of aesthetics



If it looks right, it flies right.



If it looks right, it flies right.



If it looks right, it flies right.



Systemic aesthetics are still 
a learned, styled, cultural 

object

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Military acculturation, aesthetics, ethicsThe style of systems in code



Strategic Weird



Play and the tentative 
mode of knowledge



Nordic Larp





None of this nonsense.*



Just a 
Little

Lovin’













Halat Hisar







Interaction
vs.
Immersion
vs.
Participation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t build terrible walk-throughs



Meat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meat changes how we learn.  Embodiment provides for categorically different kinds of learning.  Jumping to a very different kind of learning experience



Forget about 
storytelling

Attempting to own 
the narrative is 
boring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you people to participate, you don’t get to own the story, only the world it happens in.



Who am I?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give people an identity



What 
affordances 
does my world 
have?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show them how the systems they interact with work and break, to the level of detail they need to understand to tell the kinds of stories you want.You need enough depth for them to engage meaningfully.  Talk about social structures more than technical ones.Rules provide a space in which to act.  No rules means no way to act.Discovering something novel during play is hard and tells relatively little unless all the social context is very well-understood.



But what 
do you do 
at the larp 
^W^W^W 
in the 
future?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You must be able to answer this question.  The answer must make sense, and there must be a reason people care.



Scripts, Rituals, and 
Relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your tools for creating societies.



What do you want to 
achieve?

Have you designed 
the whole experience 
with this in mind?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are (at least) five distinct phases you need to design:When someone hears about the experience and makes the choice to sign upPre-experience preparation they’re asked to doPre-runtime workshops and briefings in personRuntimeDebriefing/contextualization/afterparty/exitResearch happens before play.Learning happens afterwards.Play creates emotional, empathy, motivation, and gives a store of experiences to reflect on.Contextualization of play provides meaning



Thinking about 
Systems in 
Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say you’d like to understand things before you build them.



Sensing   Changing

Structure

Affect

Reading Writing

Immersing Embodying



Sensing   Changing

Structure

Affect

Reading Writing

Immersing Embodying



Systems
Modeling



Sensing   Changing

Structure

Affect

Reading Writing

Immersing Embodying



Structural politics, 
regulatory domains, 

soft infrastructure, 
nudges, 

cultural manipulation, 
propaganda, 

bribery, 
grant programs, 

censorship, 
&c.



Sensing   Changing

Structure

Affect

Reading Writing

Immersing Embodying



Refreshing the
long memory of 
radical history



Developing 
transnational 

solidarity



Understanding 
oppressions



Sensing   Changing

Structure

Affect

Reading Writing

Immersing Embodying



Rewriting the 
rules of 

infrastructural 
maintenance



Taarifa
and 
Briar



Architecture and 
Emotion





Being a good 
stranger



The Toolkit



Diagnosing



Diagnosing 
power



Diagnosing 
affect



Diagnosing 
viability



Building



Building 
belief



Building 
rituals



Building 
pastness



Representational 
Fluidity



Lossy
Abstractions



Pattern 
matching



Always Be 
Shipping



ella@dymaxion.org
http

twitter

Live as though 
you walk in the 
first days of a 
healing world



A Reading List
1. The Foundation Stone of Nordic Larp

ed. Eleanor Saitta
2. The Nordic Larp Book

Jaakko Stenros and Markus Montolla
3. Thinking in Systems

Donella H. Meadows & Diana Wright
4. On the Grid

Scott Huler
5. The Real World of Technology

Ursula M. Franklin
6. Extrastatecraft

Keller Easterling
7. Critical Path

R. Buckminster Fuller
8. Super-Cannes

J. G. Ballard
9. Hot Earth Dreams

Frank Landis
10. The Sheep Look Up

John Brunner
11. Seeing Like a State

James C. Scott

12. From A to X
John Berger

13. Moral Mazes
Robert Jackall

14. Gravity's Rainbow
Thomas Pynchon

15. Designing Freedom
Stafford Beer

16. The History Manifesto
Jo Guldi & David Armitage

17. How Forests Think
Eduardo Kohn

18. Simulacra and Simulation
Jean Baudrillard

19. Dhalgren
Samuel R. Delany

20. The Politics of Large Numbers
Alain Desrosières

21. Debt
David Graeber

22. Hold Everything Dear
John Berger

23. The Player of Games
Iain M. Banks

24. The Coming Insurrection
The Invisible Committee

25. A Paradise Built in Hell
Rebecca Solnit

26. Governing the Commons
Elinor Ostrom

27. Protocol
Alexander R. Galloway

28. New Model Army
Adam Roberts

29. Secret Manoeuvres in the Dark
Eveline Lubbers

30. The Art of Not Being Governed
James C. Scott

31. The Field Guide to Understanding Human 
Error
Sidney Dekker

32. Always Coming Home
Ursula K. Le Guin
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